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Types of statements in Python: 

1. Empty statement 

2. Simple Statement 

3. Compound statement 
 

1. Empty Statement: A statement which does nothing is called empty statement in Python. Empty 

statement is pass statement. Whenever Python encounters a pass statement, Python does nothing 

and moves to the next statement in the flow of control. 

2. Simple Statement: Any single executable statement is a simple statement. For example:  

Age = input (“Your Age?”) 

print(Age) 
 

3. Compound Statement: It represents group of statements executed as a unit. It consists of header 

and body. The syntax  is: 

<header>: 

<body containing multiple, simple or compound statement> 

 

Statement Flow Control: 

Programming statements are executed serially, selectively, or iteratively. 

Sequence: The execution of the statement follows the top to bottom approach. 

Selection: The execution of statement is based on the condition, if the condition evaluates to true, a group 

of statements are executed else other group of statements are executed. 

Iteration (Looping): When the set of statements are executed repeatedly based on a condition, it is called 

iteration statement. 

The if Statement of Python:  

The if statement in Python constructs the selection statement. Its syntax is as shown below: 

 if<Conditional Expression>: 

 Statement 

 

if ch == ‘’: 

space +=1 

char +=1 

 

The header of if statement: notice a colon: at the end 

Conditional Statement 

Body of if statement 



Here in this case, if the conditional expression evaluates to true, the statements in the body of if are 

executed, otherwise ignored. 

Example: 

X = int(input(“Enter the value of x:”)) 

Y = int(input(“Enter the value of y:”)) 

 if A>20 and B<50: 

z=(x-y)*y; 

print(“The result is:”,z) 

print(“Thank you”) 

The if - else statement: 

This type of if statement test a condition and if the condition evaluates to true the body of if will be 

executed, otherwise else part will be executed. 

Its Syntax is: 

 if <Condition>: 
  statement 
 else 
  statement 
For example: 

 if age>=18: 

 print(“You are eligible to get driving license”) 

 else 

 print(“You are not eligible”) 

print(“Thank You”) 

Example: Program to check whether a given number is odd or even. 

 N1 = int(input(“Enter an integer:”) 

 if N1%2==0: 

  print(N1, “is an Even Number”) 

 else : 

  print(N1, “is an Odd Number”) 

 

 

This statement is not the part of if as it is not indented at the 

same level as that of body of if statement. 



Multiple if..elif 

Syntax: 

 if <condition1>: 

  Statement1 

 elif<condition2>: 

  Statement2 

 elif<condition3>: 

  Statement3 

 else: 

  Statement4 

The nested if statement: 

If an if condition is tested within another if condition then it is called nested if. The syntax is(Nested 

within if): 

if <conditional expression1>: 
 If<conditional expression2>: 
  Statements 
 else: 
  Statements 
elif<conditional expression3>: 
 statements 
else: 
 statements 

 

Another Syntax(Nested within elif): 

if <conditional expression1>: 
 Statements 
elif<conditional expression2>: 
 If<conditional expression3>: 
  Statements 
 else: 
  statements 
else: 
 statements 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Related question: 

# Program to read three numbers and print them in ascending order. 

#ABC shop deals in apparels and footwear. Write a program to calculate total selling price after levying 

the GDT. Do calculate central govt. GST and state govt. GST rates as applicable below: 

 Item GST rate 

Footwear<=500 (per pair) 5% 

Footwear >500(per pair) 18% 

Apparels <=1000(per piece) 5% 

Apparels >=1000(per piece) 12% 

Storing conditions: 

The complex conditions can be stored under the name and used further, for example: 

If percentage of marks is more than 90% and marks in maths is more than 80%, admission confirms in 

Maths stream. 

If percentage of marks is more than 80% and marks in science is more than 80%, admission confirms in 

Bilogy stream. 

If percentage of marks is more than 70% and marks in SocSc is more than 80%, admission confirms in 

Commerce stream. 

Else admission closed for below 70% marks 

The above statements can be written as follows: 

MAths = per>=90 and Marks_Maths>80 

Sc = per>=80 and Marks_Sc>80 

Com=per>=70 and Marks_SSc>80 

Now you can use these named conditionals in your coding as follows: 

 if Maths: 

  Stream=”Mathematics” 

 elif Sc: 

  Srtream= “Science” 

 elif Com: 

  Stream = “Commerce” 

 else : 

  Stream = “No admission” 


